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Eaton Adds Versatile Three-Phase Models to High-Efficiency 9PX UPS Range 
 

MONTBONNOT, France … Diversified industrial manufacturer Eaton has announced the 

addition of new three-phase models to its popular and versatile Eaton 9PX range of compact 

high-efficiency Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs). Available throughout Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa (EMEA), the new models are an ideal choice for IT and industrial 

applications where a three-phase power source is conveniently available and outstanding 

energy efficiency is a prime requirement. 

 

The new three-phase in, single-phase out (3:1) models in the 9PX range are offered with 

power ratings of 6, 8 and 11 kVA, with all versions incorporating a maintenance bypass for 

easy replacement of the UPS without powering down critical systems. They complement the 

existing 9PX single-phase (1:1) models, which are available with ratings from 5 kVA to 

11 kVA. 

 

A key feature of all UPSs in Eaton’s 9PX range is the market-leading energy efficiency, 

enabling users to reduce energy usage and cost. When operating in double conversion 

mode, the UPSs achieve an efficiency of up to 95 percent and, when mains power quality is 

good, this increases to 98 percent in high-efficiency mode. A high output power factor of 0.9 

is another characteristic of the units, and this allows them to deliver up to 28 percent more 

useful power than many competitive products with an apparently similar rating. 

 

“The new three-phase models are important additions to this very popular family of UPSs, 

since they bring the decisive benefits offered by our 9PX products to an even wider range of 

applications,” said Christophe Jammes, product manager, Eaton’s Power Quality division. 
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“The single-phase models we launched at the end of last year are already proving extremely 

popular and I have no doubt that the new three-phase models will be received with equal 

enthusiasm.” 

 

To make them easy to manage, 9PX UPSs feature a large graphical LCD screen that 

provides real-time information about operating status and offers easy access to analytics and 

configuration capabilities. The units also incorporate a sophisticated control system that, in 

double conversion mode, continually monitors power conditions and regulates the operation 

of the UPS for optimised capacity management. 

 

Remote monitoring options are provided by Eaton’s Intelligent Power Manager Software, 

which is supplied as standard with every 9PX UPS. Compatible with all major operating 

systems and virtualisation software, this allows the UPSs to be integrated easily with 

virtualised IT environments, such as VMware vCenter, Microsoft HyperV, Citrix XEN and Red 

Hat KVM. 

 

All 9PX UPSs feature space-saving compact construction, with the new units having a 6U 

form factor. All models are suitable for freestanding use in tower orientation, or for rack 

mounting with an optional mounting kit. 

 

To learn more about the 9PX, visit www.eaton.eu/9PX.  For the latest news visit 

www.eaton.eu/powerquality, follow us on Twitter via @Eaton_UPS or find our Eaton EMEA 

LinkedIn company page.  

 

Eaton’s electrical business is a global leader with expertise in power distribution and circuit 

protection; backup power protection; control and automation; lighting and security; structural 

solutions and wiring devices; solutions for harsh and hazardous environments; and 

engineering services. Eaton is positioned through its global solutions to answer today’s most 

critical electrical power management challenges.  

 

Eaton is a diversified power management company providing energy-efficient solutions that 

help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power. A global 

technology leader, Eaton acquired Cooper Industries plc in November 2012. The 2012 

revenue of the combined companies was $21.8 billion on a pro forma basis. Eaton has 

http://www.eaton.eu/9PX
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approximately 102,000 employees and sells products to customers in more than 175 

countries. For more information, visit www.eaton.eu.  
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